Boarding Options
Please initial the line beside each additional item you desire during your pet's hotel stay.

_____ Double Suite Upgrade ($15.64 extra per day)
Some cats like more room to roam. If you think your kitty would enjoy the extra exploring space, consider a double suite! *Three cats or more must be upgraded to the double suite.*

_____ Extra Playtime ($7.00 per playtime) daily _____ or once _____
If you have a curious cat, you can choose an additional playtime in a private area for your pet.

_____ Massage Time ($7.00 per massage) daily _____ or once _____
We would love to spend some extra time petting and massaging your pet. We even have a dedicated chair in their room!

_____ Tuck in and Bedtime Story ($10.00 per night) daily _____ or once _____
We say goodnight at 6:30pm. If you wish for your pet to have a late night check up, we would love to come give them late night loving and read them a story at 10:00pm.

_____ Spa Bath (price based on weight-ask for details)
Our spa bath is the perfect ending to a relaxing vacation at our Pet Hotel. Let us give your pet the pampering they deserve.

_____ Groom (by appointment only-you must fill out a separate grooming instruction form (price based on weight-ask for details) Our Groomer would love to give your cat a bath, blow-dry, haircut, nail trim, ear cleaning, sanitary shave, shed-less treatment, or anything else you may desire!

_____ Kennel Medication ($4 per day--you must fill out a separate medication instruction form at drop off)
Our Pet Hotel staff is trained to administer routine oral medications (thyroid medications, vitamins, allergy pills, and other over the counter pills) as needed.

_____ Nurse Medication ($14 and up per day--you must speak to a nurse at drop off)
Any critical medications including, but not limited to controlled substances, insulin or any injectable drug, inhalers, double/triple heart medications or any pet with 3 or more medications are considered nurse medications.

Our medication schedule is 7-8am, 3-4pm, and 7-8pm.

**INCLUDED! Photos of Pet While Boarding (Text or Email)**
Provide email or cell number below:

_________________________________________________________________________
Special Instructions

Anything our staff may need to know to care for your pet just like you do at home

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Emergency Contact Numbers:

Contact Name: _______________________________
Phone Number: ______________________________

Contact Name: _______________________________
Phone Number: ______________________________

Emergency contacts above have been made aware they are listed as an emergency contact and are **authorized to make decisions regarding pet’s health**.

Your email address: ____________________________________________

Emergency Options for our Veterinarian

Should your pet experience a medical problem while boarding, a veterinarian will make every effort to reach you for approval to treat. Occasionally, we are faced with a situation where owners and emergency contacts cannot be contacted and delaying treatment may result in worsening of the pet’s condition or death. In the event that my pet experiences a medical emergency, and I cannot be reached to approve treatment: **Choose only ONE option**

Please treat my pet with whatever is necessary to safeguard his/her health including surgery and transfer to the emergency clinic. I understand that I will be financially responsible for all treatment costs.

Client Initials ______________

Please treat my pet with whatever is necessary to safeguard his/her health but do not exceed cost of $___________ without first consulting me.

Client initials _____________

Do not start any treatment without first consulting me. I realize that this may delay treatment to the detriment of my pet’s health.

Client initials ______________

**IF YOUR PET EXPERIENCES STRESS RELATED VOMITING OR DIARRHEA WHILE BOARDING, THE PET WILL BE TREATED AT CLIENT’S EXPENSE (USUALLY LESS THAN $100). WAITING IS NOT AN OPTION DUE TO RISKS OF DEHYDRATION AND COMPLICATIONS.**

Boarding pets are may be dropped off and discharged during regular business hours Monday-Friday 7:00am to 6:30pm and Saturday from 8:00am-12:00pm. Prearranged Sunday discharge is available between 5:00-5:30pm. Sunday pick up requires additional forms to be filled out at the time of drop off and a credit card authorization form must be signed and left on file. Due to high boarding volume, Animal Hospital of Rowlett is not responsible for lost or damaged items. If you have requested a
spa bath or groom the day pick up (M-F only), pets will be ready after 2:00pm. Pets going home Saturday or Sunday will be bathed Friday.

I have read and understand this boarding contract and agree to the items indicated above. I agree to all charges incurred during my pet’s stay. If you wish to review detailed charges for your pets’ stay, please request an estimate.

Client Signature ____________________________ Date_________________

THIS PORTION ONLY REQUIRED IF YOUR PET HAS MEDICATION(S)

Name of Medication:______________________________________
Strength/Mg:_________________
Directions for use (how to give and how often):__________________________________________________________

Name of Medication:______________________________________
Strength/Mg:_________________
Directions for use (how to give and how often):__________________________________________________________

Name of Medication:______________________________________
Strength/Mg:_________________
Directions for use (how to give and how often):__________________________________________________________

Name of Medication:______________________________________
Strength/Mg:_________________
Directions for use (how to give and how often):__________________________________________________________

Thank you for trusting the Animal Hospital of Rowlett and Diagnostic Center with your pet's veterinary care, grooming, boarding and more!